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SYNOPSIS
It is 1999, NATO is bombing Serbia. Life goes on for Petar and Dusan, thirty
something unemployed losers, stuck in a country where children do not mature - they just
grow old. Dusan is in love with his attractive neighbour Ana, even though he knows that she
works as a porn actress. He accepts to baby-sit her 12-year-old son, Aleksandar, a shy kid
who never speaks.
Dragoljub, a sleazy porn producer sees the bombing as an opportunity for a
breakthrough to the international market. He plans to shoot a porn starring Ana in the
empty Serbian Army Headquarters as it’s about to be hit by a NATO missile.
The NATO missile is actually – FEMALE. The Smart bomb heads towards her target –in
quite a bad mood, feeling lonely and asking herself constantly - "Is there a life after
detonation".
When Dusan`s parents unexpectedly leave for his cousin’s funeral in the country,
Dusan has to take care of their home-run family business in order to deliver a birthday cake
to a teenage party. He takes Aleksandar along with him and asks his lifelong buddy Petar for
help.
Petar`s teenage skinhead brother Danilo and his gang receive a letter from the
International Nazi Alliance. After a long wait, they have at last made it to the big-time - when
they finally get officially admitted to the International Nazi Alliance. They will ceremonially
open the letter at midnight, but before that, they plan to crash the same teenage party that
Dusan and Petar are heading to.
At the party, Dusan and Petar are humiliated by the skinheads, then they are forced
to drive a drunken birthday girl to the hospital and almost get killed by an angry officer
claiming that bringing a drunken girl among dying people is the highest level of disgrace.
Suddenly, they can only watch as the intoxicated girl dies in the car, realizing that they lost
the kid somewhere along the road.
Facing these two huge problems, disposing of the body and tracking down the lost
child before Ana learns about it, puts Dusan and Petar in despair. Clearly, this problem,
vastly outweighs their their abilities and skillset.
The only solution seems to be to turn to Dusan’s Uncle for help. Uncle is a maniacal
special agent in Slobodan Milosevic's Secret Service and a right-wing crackpot who agrees to
help them but – what is the price?
The lives of our eight protagonists all cross during this night, creating a Balkan
Rhapsody of death, absurdity and love.
Screenplay is available for your consideration upon request at srdjan@deliriumfilm.rs

Socially patterned defect is a syndrome where the majority of one society suffers from a set
of faults and errors, where these faults are not seen as something abnormal and
pathological, but an ill society declares them as virtues and favours them. An ill society
operates like a factory that “goes crazy” and starts producing only rejects, considered useless
and worthless anywhere outside that particular society...
Erich Fromm
("Beyond the Chains of Illusion")
THE REJECTS is the final chapter of my SERBIAN TRILOGY that takes us through the Nineties.
My film PRETTY VILLAGE PRETTY FLAME tells the story about Serbian involvement in the war
in Bosnia, 1992 – 1995.
The sequel to it: THE WOUNDS is about Belgrade in 1996 and the moral decay of Serbian
society in the aftermaths of the war.
Finally, in 1999, Serbia lost hold of the Kosovo uprising and ended up bombed by NATO.
This is where the trilogy comes full-circle with THE REJECTS (1999).
In the previous instalments, PRETTY VILLAGE PRETTY FLAME and THE WOUNDS, I
tried to explore the subjects of ethnic tensions and social circumstances that are both the
cause and the outcome of the most brutal bloodshed in recent European history. THE
REJECTS explores the internal inferno in souls of people who never committed any crime but
lived to be shaped by the presence and atmosphere of crime and ethnic cleansing.
In the previous two films, the main characters were exposed to war, crime and
nationalism. This is a story about the people exposed to all of that but also to - pornography
and the damage it caused to Serbia’s social tissue. Also, the brutal “hot-dog metaphor”
suggests the “secret cannibalism” in which the whole society of Serbia had to live in through
the war that was happening in the nearest neighbourhood, pretending that “bloodbath in
the back yard” doesn’t have anything to do with them.
However, this is not a dark film about hopelessness. Some of its characters manage
to rise above the tragic fate, which looms above the whole nation... Dusan and Ana prove
that love is one of the ways of resisting the wrongly tuned factory that keeps producing
rejects.
Visually, THE REJECTS will be a gritty and brutal picture. I plan to make a step forward
in stylistic exploration that was initiated in PRETTY VILLAGE PRETTY FLAME and THE
WOUNDS. It will be shot with hand-held, with a strong documentary-feel.
Nevertheless, I would like it to have the wild and chaotic feeling that my latest film
PARADA has – whilst that film as a out and out comedy is a long way in theme from The
Rejects it has some things in common. And that is a wish to keep the audience bombarded
with stimuli, so that there is never a dull moment in the film and whereas PARADA was roller
coaster ride of humour from beginning to end – THE REJECTS will be a roller coaster ride
through the detritus of human and moral degradation of life in Belgrade in the nineties a
place where the expression “Shit floats” literally and metaphorically comes to life.
Screenplay "THE REJECTS" won the first prize and financial support at the Festival in
Thessaloniki, at the co-production market - The president of the jury who decided on the
best project was Guillermo Arriaga, the writer of the films "Amores Perros" and "Babel".
Srdjan Dragojevic, writer and director

VISUAL APPROACH
Srdjan Dragojevic has only ever worked with one cinematographer – his name is
Dusan Joksimovic and he has worked on the whole trilogy so far. In addition he has worked
on a number of other feature films including Palme D’Or winner Underground, art house
success Luna Papa and the Academy Award nominee St George Shoots the Dragon.
Joksimovic’s style is clear for all to see – he is a cinematographer that gets straight to the
point. Warfare is not shied away from, the colours and shots clearly show this in all his work.
The continuation of these themes and style will be shown off and indeed emphasised in The
Rejects.
Given that a lot of the film takes place at night – we want to show visually that the
various narratives have a specific design. This design will cater to the couple highlighting the
relations between the characters and in turn their feelings towards their country. Obviously
the light and style will differ a little between time zones as the audience are witness to
different events and as the story evolves and cover.
Each of the pairs of characters are unique and distinct and the plan is to separate out
the stories with colours that are felt to be appropriate like Uncle Dragoljub’s story in cool
colours; the lighting is generally white, and the night exteriors have the cool, greenish look
of metal-halide lamps. By contrast, we’ll go for warmer colours for Dusan; all of the night
exteriors in his story we will try to light with sodium-vapour lamps, and we will gel lamps
indoors with warm colours. The vibration of red-orange light is more intense, which we felt
was right for the character. Ana’s story will be presented neutrally, as something in
between. And when we get to the end all three-colour schemes become more red-orange.
Joksimovic adopted similar schemes in the previous two films so there is a sense that there is
some visual continuity required.
Given that NATO is run by the military juggernaut in the world, the war scenes will be
overbearing and terrifying. However, they will not be used often (given the character studies
that are taking place alongside the war story), instead they will be interspersed at
appropriate moments, allowing and reminding the audience of the brutality of war. On the
whole though focus will be on the circumstance of the characters, there are relationships,
which are real Ana and Dusan but which are in direct contract to the porn world. This will be
shot colourfully, and intimately on a handheld, this will be in contrast to stark lights and
harsh shots of Dragoljub’s porn flicks. The ultimate truth is that our lead characters come to
terms with their feelings, despite the war, and it is their emotions that the camera’s will
focus in on and tell the story of.
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